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Coeds Invade Campus
For AWS 'Happening'
Nearly 200 coeds, deans of
women and advisers representing
Associated Women Students from
Washington, Idaho, Oregon and
California will attend "A Happening" — an AWS convention
at the University of Puget Sound
Nov. 22-24.
"During the convention, there
will be an exchange of ideas to
promote a stronger AWS on university campuses in the region,"
commented Cookie Ackerman,
co-chairman of the regional convention along with Brenda Bodmer.
A junior, Miss Ackerman is
vice president of the UPS or-

ganization representing independent and Greek women on campus.
At the Saturday night banquet
Bob Roberts, news director of
KVI radio station in Seattle,
will discuss "The Role of Women In Society." Roberts is one
of the most distinguished news
analysts in the Northwest, known
particularly for his editorial
comments.
Other guests who will address
the convention include Dr. Robert Albertson, head of the Humanities Division of UPS; Dr.
Leroy Annis, English professor;
and Mrs. Mary Curran, dean of
women of the university. Provid-

entertainment at the noon luncheon Saturday will be Curt Stovall, bass player.
Presiding over the business
meetings will be Cherie Herdman, president of the AWS at
UPS. Also on the agenda are
discussion groups, skits and pajama parties at the Winthrop Hotel where delegates will be
housed. Also at the Winthrop,
delegations wil 'assemble AWS
displays.
Students instrumental in organizing the UPS convention, besides the co-chairmen, were
Ginny Birkby, Carol Cross, Cynthia Sherrow, Ann Davis and
Nancy Fleenor.

University Community To Converge
For Thanksgiving Service In Kilworth
The University community will
celebrate Thanksgiving with a
special worship service on Sun.,
Nov. 24, at 5:30 p.m., in Kilworth Chapel. The public is invited to share in this offering of
praise and gratitude.
The highlight of the hour will
be a 30 minute choral presentation of Te Deum Laudamus and
Jubilate Deo by Purcell. It will
be sung by the University Choral
Society under the direction of
Professor Tucker Keiser. Soloists
will be Renate Hodges and Persis
Shook, sopranoc; Catherine Elliott and Margaret Myles, altos;
Gerald Happ, tenor; and Stuart
Hansen, baritone. The accompan-

ist will be Leslie Doerner at the
pipe organ.
Te Deum Laudamus and Jubilate Deo is a sacred cantata which
was composed for the Saint Cecilia
Day celebration in London in
1694. It was recognized as an
outstanding choral work and was
performed annually at the Festivals of the Sons of the Clergy at
Saint Paul's Catherdral until the
time of Handel.
The nature of this year's
Thanksgiving service will be distinct in that instead of having 1
main speaker and sermon, there
will be several people giving and
leading psalms and reading appropriate to the occasion. Another

John Wingfield, Carolyn Fortney, Dr. Byard Fritts, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Heath and Dr. R. F. Thompson stand in front of
the altar in Kilworth Chapel after the dedication of the new
pipe organ last Wednesday. The Heaths were the donors
of the new instrument.

important addition to the service
will be the use of the new pipe
organ built by Dr. R. Byard
Fritts.
The University Thanksgiving
service is significant because its
participants are from various religious backgrounds, yet they
share in celebrating this time of
thanks and rejoicing. This year
those representing the University
itself and the religious community
both on campus and in Tacoma
will include Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, president of the University of Puget Sound; the Reverend Jeffrey L. Smith, University Chaplain; Rabbi Richard
Rosenthal, Temple Beth El and
professor at UPS; Father Ralph
Carskadden, Christ Episcopal
Church and Episcopal chaplain
at UPS; and Father Michael
Ryan, St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church and Catholic chaplain
at UPS. Student participants will
include Dean Henry — student
body president, George Obiozor,
and Carolyn Fortney.

the Draft Counseling offices on National Draft Resistance Day, November 14.

An explosion rocked the downtown office of

Bombed Out:

Draft Counseling Office
Damaged In Explosion
Thursday, November 14, was
dedicated as National Draft Resistance Day. At 11:26 a.m. someone or group took it upon themselves to destroy the offices of
the Tacoma Area Draft Counseling at 1216 Tacoma Avenue
South, operated by two UPS students, Dave Vance and Dave Soltman.
A bomb in the form of what
was believed to be four Molotov
cocktails was placed in the back
room of the office and upon explosion blew the back wall into

the front room and the large plate
glass windows into the street. No
one was harmed, but damage is
estimated at approximately $150.
Police say they have located
witnesses who saw two men kicking in the front door and entering the office just prior to the explosion. None of the combustible
cleaning materials present in the
office were ignited as reported by
police in the initial investigation.
Draft counseling may still be obtained by phoning FU 3-4230 or
by contacting Dave Vance or Dave
Soltman.

Alcorn Explains Conservation Needs
During Regester Lecture Program

Man can only recognize dis- Congress'," stated Dr. Alcorn,
aster after he has created it. but pointing out that this action
When he sees what he has done, may be too late for effectiveness.
Man Can't Control Environment
rectification is too late to be had.
As Dr. M. Graham Netting
So contended Dr. Gordon Alcorn, in his presentation "Shadow says, "All vain glory to the conon the Land," at the fourth an- trary, man cannot conquer Nanual Regester Lecture on Novem- ture." Dr. Alcorn continued to
ber 13. Dr. Alcorn is the head of say that we must learn to live
the Biology Department at UPS with nature, as "we come upon
He has published over eighty ar- the biological fact that man canticles in his field of study and not control his environment."
Man's Tragic 'Progress'
in 1965 was a delegate to the top
The central theme of Dr. Allevel White House Conference on
corn's lecture was the conservaNatural Beauty.
tion of our natural resources ver'Conservation Congress'
Exemplifying his first point in sus the tragic destruction of our
the discussion about conservation environment by man's "progress."
is the current Congressional ac- His speech opened with general
tion to prevent the total destruc- statements about the irreparable
tion of all our wooded areas and loss of some of our wildlife, such
the natural life it supports. "It as the passenger pigeon, the near
may be that the 90th Congress will extinction of the buffalo, and the
go down as the 'Conservation impending disappearance of the
blue whale. This was followed by
examples of destructive forces in
progress today, the prime concern
Inside This Issue
being for water and air pollution.
The noted biologist conveyed a
Violence Takes Its Toll
Page 2 resolution is what we are able to
An Asian's View of Vietnam
Page 3 do to save our natural resources.
Why Is Nature Important
TRAIL Staff Basketball
Page 5
The questions arise: Why must
Cross Currents Reviewed
Page 8
we live with Nature, why are forOrgan Dedication Picture Essay
Page 10 ests so important and does it matHMS Pinafore Sails for Seattle
Page 11
ter if species of animals are elim-
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This Is A Band?
It is one thing for UP$ not to have a Pep Band or a Marching Band in the first place, but when we must ask a high school
to supply the music for our games, it becomes embarrassing, to
say the least.
It is unfortunate that we must spend $100 of the students'
money for each high school band performance we need when
we have allocated at least $1000 for a band at UPS.

The need is urgent for some enthusiastic students, who can
blow a few horns and beat a drum or two, to save our student
body, team, and rally squad the embarrassment of having a high
school band play at our games.
"The two best show-windows of a University are its music
department and its athletic team," said Dr. R. Franklin Thompson
in a recent interview. It is unfortunate that at our athletic contests one show window could use a little clean-up.—b.c.

Violence Takes Its Toll
The elemental poison keeps flowing through us. It is the
compulsion to assuage our fears by hatred and act it out by
force. Rarely has violence been altogether absent from American
life, and it has ever been a part of our fantasies.
The violence of the past two weeks is evidence to separate
1968 from other years as one in which violence reached an
extreme. The alleged threat to murder President Elect Nixon, an
assassination attempt directed at President Mohammed Ayub
Khan of Pakistan, and the physical assault on West German Chancellor Kurt George Kiesinger are only highlights on a background
of violence in our cities, college campuses and other parts of the
world.
Tacoma Area Draft Counseling Mombed

Tacoma was witness to violence this week with the bombing
of the local draft counseling office. The motives of the individuals
are at the present time unclear; but their means are not. Fortunately no human lives were taken, but the malicious intent of the
individuals involved reflect the type of society where Mayor
Daley's government has unfortunately became a part of the
scene.
The answer to our society's problems does not lie in the
creation of more law and order. Long after the election returns
are in, the President and governors will be struggling with the
interpretation of the phrase; for when law and order for some
means violence, when a ghetto cop is seen by some as a protector and by others as an occupying soldier, and when a group
such as the Black Panthers is seen by some as black Robin Hoods
and by others as dangerous revolutionaries, it is conceivable that

Letters To The Editor 1
Ed. Note: This letter was submitted in response to a guest editorial by Fred Bullert
on David Harris, in the October 25th edition of the TRAIL.
"The choice is no longer between violence
or non-violence . . . it is either non-violence
or non-existence."
—Martin Luther King
There is a choice which each one of us
must make. This choice deals with the nature of how each one of us will confront the
oppressive bodies and institutions that are
pervasive in the world today. The oppressive
bodies take many shapes and forms: communism, facism, racism, overt taxation, supression of minorities, usurption of fundamental rights.
The common base of each one of these
is fear. Fear of physical harm, financial
damage, social ostrazation, long and involved jail terms. Each one of these bodies
negates the concepts of humanity and freedom. If we are to conquer these bodies we
must first conquer our fear. If we are really
attempting to defend humanity and freedom our first obligation would most naturally seem to be to remain both humans and
free. There is only one form of conduct that
incorporates both humane and free actions.
This form of conduct is non-violence. Only
through the affirmation of humane life violence is not the only choice open to us in
order to confront oppression. We can choose
to fight oppression on its own terms with
military bodies or nuclear arsenals, but by
doing so we are adopting oppressive tactics.
It is therefore our duty to destroy all op-

people will not accept "law and order" as a solution to violence.
Democracy Must Stress Non-Violence

In a democratic society where ideally the individual is ul-

A-

The Trail Staff
Wishes You

timately important, it is regretable that minority groups feel the
only way they may be heard is through violence. What must

pressive bodies with non-oppressive tactics.
A system that controls and channels the
lives of all young men between the ages of
18 and 36 in the United States and also
maintains and feeds the military body,
which constantly disaffirms and destroys human life, must be seen as oppressive. It is
therefore our duty to destroy this and all
other oppressive bodies.
The men and women of The Resistance
have taken such a non-oppressive stand. The
men refuse to carry draft cards and the
women sign complicity statements subjecting both to a fine of 5 years in prison and
or a $10,000.00 fine. This is a very great
stand and committment to make, but it is
the only stand a non-violent person may
take. The choice is left to you and I, either
we choose an oppressive, degrading, violent
life or a non-violent life dedicated to the
affirmation of humanity and freedom.
If you choose the life of non-violence no
guarantees can be given for success, only
two things can be said: one is a hope, the
hope that someday when your child comes
to you with the words oppressor and oppressed he has found in a book and asks you what
they mean you will look around you at the
world and will be able to find no examples
of what these concepts mean and never again
will these terms be used, and secondly if you
take such a stand you will not be alone, you
will be joining the countless numbers who
have already made such a stand and the
countless others, who make such a commitment every day.
peace be with you,
david f. r. vance
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Health Careers
Exhibited at
Open House

Our Man Hoppe . . .

One Way to Peace
(Distributed By Chronicle Features Syndicate)
By Arthur Hoppe
Herewith is another unwritten chapter from the unpublished
work, "A History of the World, 1950 to 1999." Its title: "Victory
in Asia."

The early refusals of the Saigon government to take part in the
Paris peace talks
and its obdurate lack of cooperation when at
last it was forced to the negotiating table — caused a subtle shift
of public opinion in the United States.
"Ungrateful wretches," was the kindest remark. "After all we've
sacrificed for their freedom and independence."
Let's pick up our marbles and go home," cried the Doves.
"Let's blow the whole lousy country to bits," cried the Hawks.
"Hold on," said the President. "A great nation like us cannot
act out of spite nor out of rage. But I think I have a solution."
So he called a meeting of the National Security Council. "Gentlemen," he said, "What does a great nation like us do when
another country threatens the peace? What did wo do in Japan,
in Germany, in the Dominican Republic?"
"Why," said the Secretary of State, "we sent a huge army to
occupy them and bring them to their knees."
"Exactly," said the President with a smile. "And who now
threatens the peace of Southeast Asia?"
"South Vietnam, said. But.
Good heavens!"
"Just a minute, sir," said the Defense Secretary, bewildered. "We
can't send a huge army to occupy them and bring them to their
knees, because
Well, because
I mean our huge army's already
there."
"That," said the President beaming, "Just shows our foresight."
It was, of course, the shortest war in American history. It was
over before Life or Time could hit the streets with a 12-page supplement on "The Corrupt, War-Mad Saigon Generals."
It was over before the Pentagon could revise its war maps
(I'm Off to Capture Saigon)" — reached the Top Ten.
Itw as over before the Pentagon could revise its war maps
showing "Enemy-held Territory."
South Vietnamese troops, who'd never showed much interest in
getting killed, happily surrendered in droves. And U. S. troops, no
longer having any allies to defend, happily took ship for home.
So peace came at last to Vietnam. And all factions in the U.S
were delighted with the outcome.
—

American Involvement in
Vietnam: An Asian's View
By Noi Suvarnavasi
Editor's note: Miss Noi Suvarnavasi is a Senior who spent three years workmg as a journalist in Thailand as a stringer for Time-Life, and for CBS
News at the South East Asia Office. She is presently living with the Fred
llaleys of Tacoma.

It is doubtful that peace will be restored from the Paris
Talk. The air of differences still keeps the prospect of agreeable compromise far beyond America's reach.
Americans, as well as other Caucasians may think that in
this world of modern communications, they have known
Asians. But they never understand Asians. Lack of understanding has caused a gap in communication between the
two worlds of the Caucasians and the Asians.
Hatred of Caucasians Strong in Asia
The Viet Nam War will be only a civil war, not an international war as it is now, if Asians will not be fighting
against the Caucasians. Now that the Asians are at war, they
have no mercy or indulgence. They doubt and hate the Caucasians, and thus it is impossible to reason with them, as they
will never trust or see the sincere effort for peace which the
Caucasians seem to be offering them.
Asian Thinking Geared to Optimism
To an Asian, politics is war without violence, and war is
politics with violence. An Asian is never a good politician,
his logic is not practical when applied to the mass of citizens.
An Asian underestimates all problems that arise, hoping that
time will take care of everything. He never doubts a new
person, or a new idea approaching his society, and he remains
optimistic until the day he finds faults with the new idea
or new person.
French Take-over Underlies Distrust
Asians are not to be blamed for their hatred of Caucasians. Indo-China, which is now Laos, Cambodia, South
and North Viet Nam, has learned through its colonial days
under the French, that Caucasians are on their soil to take
away the fruits of their future. The French government has
drained this part of Asia of its natural resources. This action
is permissible only upon the account that the French pay
back what they have taken away. On the contrary, IndoChina is left barren on the day of its independence. It is
not prepared to stand on its own feet. The majority of the

. .

Displays from various agencies
which make use of the skills of
occupational therapists, in addition to student demonstrations of
new rehabilitation equipment will
be featured during the open
house this weekend at the University of Puget Sound's School
of Occupational Therapy,
The public may attend the
open house, with students serving as tour leaders, from 1 to
4 p.m. Nov. 21 and 22, during the
"Challenge and Change" event.
One of the purposes of the open
house is to recruit high school
students and students from other
colleges into our program," commented Mrs. Joyce Ward, head
of the OT school at UPS, sponsoring the event along with the
OT Club.
The UPS OT School was a
pioneer in the field in the Northwest when it received national
accreditation in 1947 from the
American Occupational Therapy
(Continued on Page 4)

. . .

"We always said that withdrawing was the only answer," said
the Doves happily. "And now we have."
"We always said that we could lick those sawed-off gooks," said
the Hawks happily. "And now we have."
"We always said we could win a land war in Asia," said the
Military happily, "if we just picked the right enemy."
Of course, the world was somewhat confused. But the President
gave assurance that there was not change in American foreign policy
"The United States stands ready to fight for the freedom and
independence of any people anywhere," he said, "as long as they
do what they're told."

.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
RICH TO GIVE HER A

FRIEDLANDER
DIAMOND
...Just stnatt!

(Continued on Page 11)

Tie Glass Rooster

OPEN
Mon. thru Sat.
10 - 5 or Apt.
Sun. noon - 4

Scrapbooks - Calendars
Tote bags - Tea sets
Dolls - Coffee mugs
Pictures, etc.

FIFTH AVENUE
MA 2 7670

For the Last Time

Stop Borrowing My OPEL
Get Your Own From

FREE GIFT WRAP
3607 Sixth Avenue

GILCHRIST BUICK, INC.
6004

So. Tacoma Way

GR 4-0645

NON1TE1,AIT aRF II
BREMERTON. SOUNCENTER
TACOMA MAU
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Reviewing Africa

Biafran Study, Part II
By George Obiozor

frontation of these two rivals and two physical

Nigeria, as a nation, was created approximately 54 years ago. It was a child of British

attacks of the Christian lbos by the Moslem

creation. Mrs. Luggard, wife of Lord Frederick

lbos who lived among them and violation of

Luggard, the governor general then, first sug-

restrictions put against the lbos was used

gested the name, Nigeria. This unfortunate ac-

as a pretext in the 1952 Kano Riot when hun-

cident of history took place in the year 1914.
By this time, Britain, a great colonial power,

dreds of lbos were slaughtered in cold blood
by the Hausas.

had completed the annexation of the tribal

Three Ethnic Groups Examined

units which had nothing in common, except,

By 1960 when Nigeria became independent

perhaps, the color of their skin. Perhaps,

the evils of this unhappy federation were al-

Britain's decision to amalgamate her tribal col-

ready made manifest. And the future and survival of the Federation depended upon the lead-

onies into one great body called Nigeria was
simply a matter of administrative convenience.
From the beginning the British knew that dif-

ers of the three major ethnic groups. Perhaps a
characterization of each personality will help

ferences existed among these tribal colonies. A

explain their cultural differences and the issues

more striking feature was the basic cultural dif-

that served as the seed of this disaster.

ferences between the peoples themselves. Thus
from its very beginning Nigeria was an amal-

A Look at the Hausa-Moslems
The North. Hausa-Moslems Tribal leader —

gamation of hundreds of different national and

Sarduana of SooKto; and quoting from an auth-

ethnic groups, each with its own distinctive

oritative, unbiased picture of him, "He was the

language, customs, philosophy of life, and religious beliefs.

enigmatic, dimunitive African God-King." Following events preceeding his death, "history

Britain Divides and Rules

traces his tragi-comic heritage which assumed

The task of running the country was not

•

Hausas. The Hausas discriminated against the

easy for Britain, but she managed to play one

that he was scrupulously groomed for a high
imperial office." "As a self-made divine ruler

tribe against another to make the best of the

whose word supposedly was holy. He seldom

confusion she had organized. Of these differ-

got close to people who disagreed with him
As the head of an Islamic empire, his followers

Don't miss Cosby and The Pair ExTraordinaire. Student and
regular admission tickets will be available at the door November 24 starting at 5 p.m.
Decembel- 11-14

UPS Theater

Moliere's

AMF-EQUIPPED BOWLING LANES

ent ethnic groups, three appeared more prominent as time went on. These were the Hausas

obeyed him in his dream of Nigerian conquest

in the north, the Yorubas in the west, and the

and resorting to the doctrine of divine domina-

lbos in the east. It was as if nature meant to
erect an eternal division separating eac of these

tion of other tribes." He therefore easily lost

tribes by the "Y"-shaped tributaries of the

his brutal rapacity as awful and his dreams as

Rivers Niger and Benue. Although the rivalry
between the Yorubas and the lbos ceased to

dangerous to the future of Nigeria. By 1964 he
employed all the instruments of terror and

be violent as civilization crept in and as both

horror to accomplish part of his dream of ex-

HOWELL

readily accepted Christianity, the Hausas of the
north, predominantly Moslem posed an in-

panding his domain Southward. This man, an

SPORTING GOODS, Inc.

enigma in his lifetime, abused all the privileges
that his tribal numerical strength afforded him

"The Finest in Athletic
Equipment"
922 Commerce
FU 3 - 2653

surmountable threat.
Headlong Collision Inevitable

in Nigerian government. In the end he grasped
a II manner of social absurdities so that all lovers

the British government had witnessed the con-

Health Careers
(Continued from Page 3)

Association and the American
Medical Association.
Recently, the UPS OT school
received a Federal grant for $31,000; the second installment of an
award to continue to upgrade the
school's materials and program.
Administering the grant is Mrs.
Ward.
Following are some of the exhibits and demonstrations during
the open house activities:
Truman School Exceptional
Wing — Display on test for visual perception, with accompanying demonstrations of techniqi
ues for detection and training.
Seward School, exceptional
wing — Display on perceptual
motor development; demonstrations by two registered OTs from
the school: Robert Sather and
Mrs. Peggy Hampson, including
adaptive equipment they have

Notth
Ptactat

favor with the Christians of the South, who held

The situation became obvious that there
would be a headlong collision between the nepotic Moslem, nepotic Hausas and the Christian
lbos. The tragedy was postponed during the
British administration, but by 1945 and 1953,

The late Albert Einstein, world
famous as a scientist, was an accomplished amateur musician. In
Princeton, N. J., he often played
the violin while one of his fellow researchers at the Institute
for Advanced Study played the
piano. He believed Mozart the
greatest composer of all.

of democracy came to recognize him as a threat,
especially when his opponents were either sent
to jail or murdered. He alone touched off the
post-independence civil disorder that precipitated the first military regime in Nigeria.

designed and made.
American Red Cross — Dis
play of safety posters, material on
blood, home nursing, swimming
and first-aid.
American Cancer Society —
Display on health career opportunities.
Tacoma-Pierce County Health
Department, Nursing Division —
Photos of public health nurse assisting diabetic patient.

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs--3 lines 500
Commercial 3 Lines $1.00
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

10 1/2 ft. self-contained camper unit.
close to UPS campus. Ideal for student & room mate. SIC 2-0986

PERSONALS
MISCELLANEOUS

'low'
Open Lanes Available Anytime
Special Rates for Students

3860 No. 26th
SK 2-5200

GET ACQUAINTED
with

COLLEGE MEDIA
Call

763
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Kappa Phi
Calls for Coeds

Trail Hoops ters Invade Seattle Coliseum
Although they led throughout
most of the game, the Puget Sound
TRAIL staff; just couldn't overcome the one point lead which
the Seattle Pacific Falcon staff
held during the last 30 seconds
of a basketball game held last
Saturday night during the halftime of the Seattle Sonics-Detroit Pistons game.

p.

(PR)—Girls, are you interested in volunteer work? How about
working with little boys? Now
is your big chance. Saturday,
November 23rd, the Kappa Phi
Club on campus is going down to
the YMCA as craft and recreational volunteers.
The cars will leave at 1 p.m.
and will return at about 4 p.m.
Cars will be loading in the front
of Harrington a little before 1
p.m. Be sure to come and join in
on the fun.

As the final horn sounded, the
TRAIL staff was behind 11-12.
Members of the TRAIL team
were Larry Grissom, Steve Murray, Lyle Miller, Paul Sherwin,
Fred Bullert, and Al Oswald.
High point man for the TRAIL
team was Paul Sherwin with four
points, Fred Bullert was second
in line with three points, Al Oswald and Lyle Miller with two
points each, followed, and Larry
Grissom and Steve Murray failed
to score.

Fantastic (freaky?) friendly
Freddy Bullert.

From L-R, back row Lyle Miller, Paul Sherwin, Larry Grissom,
Stevia Murray, Fred Bullert, Al Oswald, made up the TRAIL

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

team

31C

The night before, the University of Washington DAILY staff
beat the Seattle University spectator staff in a low scoring contest 6 to 5.

1:

Delivery

Winners of the two games,
Seattle Pacific and the University of Washington will meet during the half-time of a Sonics
game later this season to decide
the championship of the four
schools.

"In the beginning
jump ball was the
.

." the
TRAIL'S

beginning!

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th
SK 2-6667

TRAIL staffers dribble and pass with "typical" accuracy against
the Seattle Pacific Falcons.

Sunday Feast

Delights Diners
The Sounday Feast lay before the eyes of the hungry mob
was it a mirage? Was it not
a figment of some gourmet chef's
wild imagination? Was all that
succulent, beautiful, deliciously
smelling food actually meant for
the consumption of the student
body at UPS?
The answer, complete with
pumpkin bread, was, "you bet
your sweet life!" It was the Food
a
Service's scrumptious gift
turkey buffet dinner with all the
trimmins'. There it all lay
bowl after bowl of colorful salads,
dressings, vegetables, and in its
crowning glory, The Piece de
Resistance, Mr. Tom Turkey himself, swiming in gravy. Too much!
Carving at the end of the long
buffet were Dr. Robert Albertson
and Mr. Nelson. The bountiful
spread was made complete with
fresh cranberry, banana, and
pumpkin bread, and the traditional pumpkin pie. Diners were
entertained by the limber fingers
of the talented Rick Stockstad,
who provided a medley of popular tunes on his favorite klavier.
The whole mealtime deserves a
round of applause for cooks, help,
and anybody else who had a part
in the gastronomical wizardry!
Happy Thanksgiving to you!
. .

'When two
become
one...
c,wanti
diamonds.

Will Faculty Flop At Fieldhouse?
Don't forget to see your favorite
professor next Wednesday night
(after Thanksgiving vacation)
play the hilariously funny ma-

gicians of the basketball world,
the Harlem Clowns. Tickets are
available at the door for the
December 4th game which starts
at 8:00 p.m.

The beautiful new
Avanti Collection:
warm 14 karat gold
laced with diamonds.

—

.

.

.

WED. - FRI. - SAT. - SUN
8:15 — 10:15
Sat. - Sun.
2:30 — 4:30

Money isn't everything at Zales.
Just say "charge it."

ZALES
JEWELERS

Illustrations Enlarged
5900

AFTER THE GAME .
AFTER THE DANCE . .
ANYTIME!

LET'S MEET AT

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211
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Sitotbit°
Sports Editor — Larry Grissom

Loggers Lose
Bowl Bid
Humbolt-Fresno State Clash
Football in the present season has provided many a thrill
and excitement along with several disappointments for the
Loggers of UPS.
The Loggers will finish their most successful season this week
under the direction of Bob Ryan, along with the high possibility
of a bowl bid in the offering. Last Monday the NCAA committee
made the choice for the Camellia Bowl in Kansas City.
UPS continued its domination over state opponents by defeating Eastern Washington in a weird game that took over three
hours to play in freezing weather and snow. UPS needed an
impressive victory but the game was marred by the way in
which the officials made some calls. One reason it took so long
as Eastern went to the air 75 times completing 36 passes. It
had to be some kind of ne wrecord.
"Psychologically the snow affected our kids," stated Coach
Ryan. Most of them had never played in snow before and it
proved to be an experience. "It was a day of frustrations for us,"
Ryan was quoted later as saying; and it was. Several times the
Loggers had opportunities but were nullified by penalties.

Members of the basketball team are (front row, l-r): Bill Sissom, Chet Hovde, Ed Huston, Joe
Wenawerser, Charles Lowry, and back row Ernie Smith, Ed Honore, Mike Jordan, Howard
Clark, John Smith, Mike Bourn, and Argie Rhymes.

Cagers Open Against St. Martins
UPS launches its 1968-69 campaign with three away games
starting next Saturday against
St. Martins College in Lacey.
St. Martins is a young team
in a rebuilding year as they are
starting a tradition of winning in
their new pavilion. Most notable
loss on the team will be Terry
Easter's absence via way of graduation. Last year in the fieldhouse
the St. Martins-UPS game set a
record for total points scored
(115-120) in one game. Coach
Jerry Vermillion will be using a
roving and a fast break offense.
Starters for St. Martins are
Barry Eidsvold (6-4), George
Parker (6-2) Henry Kappert
(6-8), Bill Weber (6-3), and Ron
DeWitt (6-0). Eldsvold, Kappert
and Parker are lettermen; Weber
and DeWitt saw limited action
last year, and backing up these
will be Mike Dahl, and Mike
Hough.
.

Eastern's groundskeepers didn't even make an attempt to
clear the snow from the field and as the game progressed it
became increasingly difficult to play on; side markers weren't
even to be seen to help mark the ball. Commenting on the
officials job, they made some outrageous calls.
For example, since when is the defensive captain of one
team refused to have a measurement taken by the officials. In
my time I cannot ever recall that request being refused. When
the Eastern halfback went over for their last touchdown the
officials couldn't tell because of the difference between the snow
and the goalline but they gave it to them anyway. Many of the
Loggers on the field were upset over the call as was Coach Ryan,
but what could be done about it. I could say a lot more but what
good would it do. Eastern was only trying to pull a upset on us.
Oh well, UPS won the game and that's what counts.

Results of the meet run Nov. 8, 1968 that took place in
Wright Park covering a three mile course, against St. Martin's.
Vesey
Donnell

SMC
UPS

16:40
17:03

Marchant

UPS

17:37

Fencsak

UPS

18:51

SMC

19:03

UPS
UPS

19:16

Meir

SMC

O'Neill

SMC
SMC

19:38
19:55

Coty
Hartley
Barbar

Tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. you
can see the 1968-69 basketball
team in a full game type 'scrimmage' in the Fieldhouse before
the UPS-Whitworth game at
1:30. It is open to students with
ASB activity cards, season ticket holders and their guests, UPS
Toppers, faculty and staff members of UPS. It will be a fine
example of what to expect this
season under our new head basketball coach Don Zech and his
assistant Jim Harney. Plan to
attend!

Our second opponent is Linfield College of the Northwest

Puget Sound 22 and St. Martin's College 32.
* * * *

* * * *

JEWELRY

to defend that title this year.
However graduation has hurt the

Sales and Service for

team losing most of their starters
from last year's championship
team. "If the new people blend in
well and we can play strong defense, we'll have a competetive
ball club which can finish in the
upper division of the Northwest
Conference," stated Coach Ted
Wilson. Only two of their top
scorers are returning. They are
senior Mike Conklin and junior
Pat Smithey along with Dan Beeson, a 6-8 center, who was redshirted last year because of injuries. Other lettermen rounding
out the squad are Dale Carpenter,
Terry Miller, 5-10 junior; Larry
Sapp, 6-1 senior; Tom Rohiffs,
5-10 senior; and Loren Bruner,
6-2 senior. Linfield will depend
heavily on their transfers are JV
teams.

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?
Try
PAT'S
North 21st and Oakes

Come and See Us

Publications
JOHNSON - COX CO.

OLIVER TAXI

Compositors Printers Lithographers

8 AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

TACOMA AIRPORTER

726 Pacific Ave 0 BR 2-2238

RADIO DISPATCHED

112 So. 14th St.,

FU 3-1555

Sactiezd

Conference as they are prepared

19:38

20:42
Tobin
Final results (based on low score as winner) University of

Rav

Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

GIFTS
THAT

SCORE
You'll be "right on target" with
a gift that's geared to please
your favorite sportsmen.
We've Got the Best of
Everything
Bowling Balls
Bags

• Shoes
• Games

GIVE A GIFT CERTIFICATE
For Bowling Equipment
Accessories

Come and See Us

TOWER. LANES
6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583
HOURS 9 AM -I AM
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Grapplers Start
At UW Invitational
With five returning lettermen,
the wrestling team started practice last wek. Returning are Mike
Jackson, Doug Whidden, Neil
Gray, Jim Meyerhoff, and Bob
Hunt.
Along with these five are
twelve others vying for a position
on the team. There are 12 weight
divisions so it will be difficult to
fill in a couple of spots. Ron
Payne, the coach, stated, "It
should be a pretty difficult schedule."

Two returnees, Jim Meyerhoff
and Bob Hunt are starting their
fourth season boosting a 23 win
and 3 loss record. Both went to
the nationals last year. Another
wrestler, Randy Brooks, second
in junior college competition two
years ago, is expected to help
the team.
The team's first competition
will come Saturday, December 7,
at the University of Washington
Invitational.

Loggers To Sink
Cellar-Dwelling Pirates
Whitworth Pirates invade Tacoma to play UPS in their final
home game of the 1968 football
season. Hopes are riding high that
the Loggers will have received a
bowl bid or are expecting to hear
by next week will make the game
an exciting climatic season.
Last week Western Washington defeated the Pirates 33-0
bringing their season record to
one win, which was on October 12
over the same Western team,
and eight losses. The Pirates occupy the cellar of the Evergreen
Conference at present.
The Pirates are in a rebuilding year and should prove to
be stronger in the future. They
are led by quarterback Tim
Hess who has had two fine past

Cagers Open
Season
On December 6th UPS plays
Seattle Pacific at the Brougham
Pavilion in Seattle. Seattle Pacific
too was hit hard by graduation
but should be able to build up
around their nine returnees.
which are mostly sophomores and
juniors. Their probable starting
line-up will be something like
this: Larry Quesnell 6-6, at center; Bill Owen, 6-5 forward, Bob
Burrows, 6-2 at the other forward; Evert Sutphin 6-1 and
John Glancy 6-0 at the guard
positions. Reserves backing up
these men are Tim Abhold, Ed
Brown and 6-8 Joe Perry. If
everything goes well Seattle Pacific could be rough on defense
and offense as they have the personal, and be tough for the regional NCAA playoffs later in the
season.

Watch and Jewelry
Repair
GUARANTEED

BR 2-3063
2707 6th Ave.

seasons, but has been bothered
by injuries this year, leading the
running attack are halfback Ken
Surby who against Boise College
carried 38 times for 162 yards;
Sounds like another 0. J. Simpson at large; and fullback Harry
Laughary who has only lost one
yar all season and that came in
the Boise College game.
Their defensive standouts are
Larry Jacobson, an all-stater in
Idaho and is up for Little AllAmerican honors, playing one of
the linebacker spots. Another
consistant stopper is Terry Blanchard, a 215 lb. senior from Seattle's Roosevelt High, against
Boise College he made 23 unassisted tackles. At defensive end
is Cory Ray who played his prep
ball at Bellarmine here in Tacoma.
Their new coach this year is
Rollie Robbins, a former Whitworth footballer who coached at
Bellevue and coached our kicker Clint Scott.

Loggers
Snow Eastern
Proving to be a wild weekend,
the Loggers returned home with
a victory over the Eastern Washington Savages in one of the most
weird games that any Logger fan
can recall.
Passing Important
Playing under the most adverse
conditions of the season the Loggers overcame the aerial attack
by the Eastern quarterbacks. They
attempted 75 passes and completed 36, which had to be some
kind of record. Many times
throughout the game the Loggers had a chance to break it
wide open but were called back
on pentalies. "It was a day of
frustrations for us," commented
Coach Bob Ryan after the game.
Most of the team had never played in snow before which affected
their play and tended to be a
factor.
Roberts Plays Best Game
Al Roberts played his best game
of the season ,as did Bob Cason
filling in for the injuried Botley
who received bruised ribs in the
second quarter. It seems that when
either Cason or Botley isn't doing good or is hurt that the other
came come in and fill the gap.
Providing the running attack were
Doug Whidden, Gary Brown, and
Scott McKnight, as they ground
out 326 yards in 58 tries.

These four seniors, Gary Fultz, Rich Zelinski (front row), Dan
McFarland and Lou Smith are playing in their final game as
Loggers. All of them have played for four years.
A Nevada harrier has won the
NCAA college - division crosscountry championship covering
the five mile course in 24:54. Dave
Robbins of Portland State was
second.

Tamil
1920 Jefferson
MA 7-9383

"DOWN AT

German Food

THE HEELS?"
SEE

IMPORT BEER AND
WINES

Proctor

Dance to

SHOE REPAIR

ACCORDIONIST

3817 1/2 North 26th

USC has won its third trip to
the Rose Bowl with a win over
Oregon State last Saturday.

trman

All Work Guaranteed

LARRY DIEDE
Tuesday - Thursday - Friday
Saturday Nights

Soccer Team
Still Undefeated
UPS soccer team has gone sky
high! After handing Seattle Pacific College a 4-0 defeat, the
team boosts a three win no loss
record including a victory over
Tacoma Discount Mart which has
been considered the second best
soccer team in Washington state.
These victories have gained UPS
a spot in the Washington Soccer
League.
Sporting an international roster, the Logger team has its sights
on handing defeats to Western
Washington and the University of
Washington in the near future.

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Operate the Sony 100 with your eyes closed?
Yes, you could. For nothing is easier than the Easy-matic "100." Simply snap
in a Sony Tape Cassette, press a button and you can play or record to your
heart's content. Completely equipped with built-in extended range speaker,
Cardioid Dynamic Remote Control Microphone, Leather Carrying Case, Personal Earphdne and one 60-minute Sony Tape Cassette, the "100" weighs only
3 pounds, 14 ounces with batteries. All for only $99.50.

"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices"

Parker Electric Co.
6th Avenue (6th & Union)
SK 2-4992
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings
3521
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Literary Buffs Do It!

'Cross Currents' Wins 2nd Chance; Rodgers to Attend Music Convention
Comeback Depends On Planning
Hurray! Hurray! Again the
UPS campus is to have its literary magazine—"Cross Currents."
There has been some doubt as to
whether or not it would exist this
year but thanks to the overcoming of several paramount problems
the magazine will again see publication.

Freer Starts Operations
Much thanks is to be given to
Peter Freer, who decided to accept the responsibility of getting
the ball rolling. There has been
several groups and individuals
which debated on forming "C-C,"
but it was not until Freer stepped
forward that progress has been
made.

a discussion, Central Board elected to give the necessary money.
and apointed Peter Freer as editor
of the magazine.

Student Support Needed
The last problem is that of
finding literary material. It is
hoped that students who have
some talent for writing will submit their materials to the "CrossCurrent" staff.

The University of Puget Sound
will be represented at the FortyFourth Annual Meeting of the
National Association of Schools
of Music by Dr. Bruce Rodgers,
Director of the UPS School of
Music.
Some 350 member schools will
be represented by the Deans of
the Music Department in most
of our universities and collegds,
and by the Administrative heads
of conservatories.
The general sessions this year
will be held at the Statler Hilton,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

specialization in the fields of applied music, music theory, composition, music therapy, musicology, and music as a major in
liberal arts program. Its deliberations will play an important part
in music education trends in
this country during the coming
years.
UPS Trail basketballers lost
their game last Saturday night in
the Seattle Center to Seattle
Pacific Falcons by a score of 12
to 11.

Tr lie Proctor
3Oott5e Regtaurattt

Will
Get You

Lunch — Snacks — Dinner

Sooner or laier

Problems Were Numerous
He has attacked several problems and barriers which have
stood in the way. First he gathered evidence that there was a need,
or at least a strong desire, by the
students and faculty to have the
magazine. Freer passed petitions
among the students and faculty
for this specific purpose. He next
studied into the problem of quanity and cost. Through this research it was found that 500 copies
would, probably, be best and
cheapest for the student body.
The magazine could still sell for
a nominal cost, too. Freer, armed with these facts and figures
went to Central Board. Central
Board quite readily desired the
magazine, but also remembered
what happened last year. Last
year an overproduction problem,
plus lack of distribution, brought
forth a gigantic loss from the
magazine. The end occurred when
the magazine was given away free
to anyone who wanted one. What
was to stop it from happening
again? Freer pointed out that it
is a different group this year, and
what really mattered was the production of the magazine. This
does create some danger, but
through reduction of the number
of magazines, the cost to the
students should be much less than
last year, and through a better
distribution many more of the
magazines can be sold. In total,
the cost should be at a minimum
to the students. Through, 7,uch

Washington, D.C. on November
25, 26 and 27. In addition to being
the official representative of the
school Dr. Rodgers is also on the
Committee for State Certification
and Legislation.
The School of Music of the
University of Puget Sound has
been a member of the NASM
since 1947.
The NASM has been designated
by the National Commission on
Accrediting as the responsible
agency ofr the accreditation of
all music degree curricula with

French Dips — Monte Cristo's
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts

26th & Proctor

Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks

Haircuts . .. Hairstyling
Roffler Sculptur - Kut

2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076

By Appointment

(sZ5
LIMITED
TIME
ONLY!

SPECIAL
OFFER!
Just for
College Students!

FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED

Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

For Quality
Diamonds-Watches
Jewelry-Silver

Ability and Experience
Make the Professional
You'll be a winner
every time when
you let our professional and highly

trained technicians
do your laundry
and dry cleaning.
We base this fact
on our many satif ied customers
who know the difference between
good and bad service. Try us yourself and see why so many folks
in Tacoma like New Era Cleaners.

r
,

Another Exclusive

Shop MIEROW'S

IScotthgard
FABRIC

PROTECTOR

Protects garments against rain and stains

Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler
Extended Budget Terms
No Interest or Carrying Charges

1111ER01US
900 Broadway

COMMIE SAMIDILUIV

Including Coin Operated
Self Service Dry Cleaning
and Laundry

new era
cLeariers
a_ a t.) vs co Ft v

2621 N. Proctor
3624-6th Ave.
3820 S. Yakima

Ft cc
-

4

Lip Colcr,•ScIN IFItah

villEPTITO (4,01p1tm100 EMS*,

A KIT OF 6 FACE-MAKERS SPECIALLY SHADE-SELECTED
* Just for BLONDES * Just for BRUNETTES
* Just for REDHEADS
YOU GET ALL THIS —
SOFT-BLUSH DUO — Blush! Sculpt ! Shimmer!
SABLE SOFT COMPLEXION BRUSH
4 LIP COLORS--Campus lip-looks galote!

LIMIT—ONE TO A STUDENT!
AVAILABLE ONLY AT.—

E111111211
El PEE

SPECIAL PRICE
ONLY
S1174
$730 Value
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An Asian's View of Vietnam
3)
nations were left uneducated, ignorant, and lost in the awe
of self-government. Colonialism to the Indo-Chinese
is a condemnation of their nations, an aspect of modern social
slavery. It is the father of the deep resentment of the slaves
toward their masters. Only the corrupted nations enjoy their
lives under the French occupation.
(Continued from Page

Mens Intramurals
Don't go far.
Dinner'll

house standings and point accumulatives rising. The group taking first in

be ready soon.

the football play-offs was PHI DELTA THETA, the off-campus INDE-

The men's intramural season is really beginning to shape up, with

PENDENTS scored a first place in the bowling tournament and SIGMA
ALPHA EPSILON walked away with the recently completed swim meet.

The season is really developing and it is interesting to now consider
the total points accumulated by the various living groups

Even though the colonial period is all over, Asians cannot
believe it wholeheartedly. They think that colonialism will
never disappear. It will come back in a new form, as yet
unknown to them. The South Vietnamese invited the Americans to fight for them simply because they feel they are
inadequately prepared to defend themselves, although they
realize that in doing so they may be moving toward foreign
occupation. It is unquestionable that the South Vietnamese
government sees and calculates the benefits of having a foreign force fight for them, yet, the question is, do the South
Vietnamese trust the Americans? No is more appropriate
than yes in this case.
The North Vietnamese, who differentiate themselves
from their fellow countrymen in ideology, place no trust in
Caucasians at all. Communism may keep them poor, uneducated, and ignorant, but poor or hungry, they are by
themselves. There will be no Caucasian gods ruling their
lives. Thus they feel they must be at war against the Caucasians, and if they do not kill them, the Caucasian will come
to kill them. They have no mercy, only hatred is in their
minds. They will not want to talk, and if they do, their
emotions will rule out their reasoning. They will not trust
Caucasians unless the Americans prove their willingness to
talk by ordering a permanent, unconditional bombing halt.
In Paris now, the Americans are hoping to find the best
possible way to get out of their commitment in Asia without
losing face. Will they talk to each other or not? We shall wait
and see.
Brown since its inception at UPS
the crew team has been turning
out five days a week since classes
began in September. Brown stroked for Syracuse University in his
collegiate days prior to his enlistment and has been one of the
major factors behind hte improved ability of the UPS oarsman.
designing many drills to improve
their style and endurance.

EXPERT
WORKMANSHIP

Points

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR

.

2703 - 6th Avenue

–•-•

79

4 — Off Campus Indep.

67 1 /2

5 — Todd Hall

64

6 —Sigma Nu

64

—

61

Sigma Chi

8 — Theta Chi

60

9 — S.A.E.

58

•

10 — Kappa

Courtesy of SOVIET LIFE

50 1/2

Sigma

1966 marked the 100th anniversary of Christian Science and
the 200th anniversary of American Methodism.

WONDERFUL
OLD-STYLE
GERMAN FOOD

Diamonds — Jewelry
Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker

Crystal Slopes
UPS Ski Scene
Crystal Mountain Ski Party
Crystal Mountain—Dee. 14th
The fabulous UPS Winter Carnival to be held December 14th
is just around the corner and
there is limited time to prepare
for the event. Gather together
all your skiing accessories and
let's be ready to ride the lift on
that sunny Saturday in December.
REMEMBER, the slopes will be
crystal white, stretch pants abundant and the wine tasty.
Sign up booths will be located
in the SUB, December 4 through
December 11. So, return after
Thanksgiving prepared to ski

—THINK SNOW—

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
811 2-3226

I.
U.
Rent — or — Buy
• • •

318 South 11th Street
,acerria. ciCaellington
- 01

86

3 — Phi Gamma Delta

`V

THE TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

THE EENTRAL CONCERN

100

2 — Phi Delta Theta

7

H. D. Baker Co.

98402 '7lic.4 7

.

1 — Beta Theta Pi

North Vietnam And The Chance For Negotiation

Last Sunday the UPS crew
competed at the Green Lake Invitational Regatta at Green Lake.
Other competators were the
University of Washington, Seattle University, Oregon State, and
Pacific Lutheran University. Results were not available at press
time. It was the beginning of the
formal season for both UPS and
PLU.
There were three races: junior ,
four man, senior four man, and
seniors eight, all races being 1500
meters. UPS crew boosts experience as only two newcomers are
Ned Rawn, pulling number 4 oar
and coxswain Art Weatherly
Rick Petersen, Jerry Wilson and
Al Lawrence are fourth year men
Under the direction of Lt. Bob

.

TOTALS

The Threat Of American Occupation

Crew Begins
At Green Lake
Invitational

.

6o9

The Bavarian

Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton

204 North K at Division
MA 7-5010

Vantage

Visit Our

Accutron Sales and S'eryice

RATHSKELLER

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS
3812 No. 26th

German Beverages Served

SK 9-4242

The Story of the Prudent Turkey
NCE UPON A TIME there was a prudent turkey. He
opened a savings account at The Bank of California
when he was just a poult.
O The other turkeys laughed at him.
"What a foolish turkey!" they said "He never has any
fun!" And they went off to dance the turkey trot with some
gay little pullets they had met around the barnyard.
By the time Thanksgiving came around, the other
turkeys had spent all their grain. So, the farmer came
and sold them to folks from the city, and they all became
Thanksgiving dinners.
But the prudent gobbler had opened an account at The
Bank of California and retired on his savings and lived
happily ever after.
MORAL: There's no time like the present for talking
turkey with the Bank of California.

\s—•

Ask about
postage-free
Bank By Mail
service

CALIFORNIA
OREGON
WASH INGT(
\ *EMBER F. D I

OF CALIFORNIA
(

4'

• • •
Full Line Office Supplies
Unexcelled Service All Makes

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

1011 Pacific Avenue

Tacoma, Washington
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Walter and Grace Heath Organ Dedicated in Three Chapel Services
_‘

At last Wednesday's Chapel service the new Kilworth Chapel Organ
was dedicated. The organ was built by Dr. R. Byard Fritts of Ta
coma. It is one of the first pipe organs on the West coast to use
an all-transistor, solid state design. Taking part in the Wednesday
dedication service were Dr. Alma Oncley, University Organist, and
the University Chapel Choir. On Sunday, Dr. Fritts will play during
the second dedication ceremony, and on November 25 Dr. Edward

Hansen, organist for the Seattle Symphony will play for the dedi-

Dr. R. Byard Fritts tunes pipes
in the organ's swell chambers.

cation on behalf of the Tacoma Community.

The large pipes for the 16' pedal stops required careful tuning
for exact tonal perfection.

Dr. Lawrence Toombs Guest Speaker at Chapel
By Elin Gratton
On Wed., Dec. 4, at 11:00 a.m.
Dr. Lawrence E. Toombs, professor of Old Testament at Union
College of British Columbia, Vagcouver, Canada, will speak at
University Chapel on "A Theology of the Prophetic."
Dr. Toombs, who received his
Ph.D from Drew University in
1951, was a professor of Old
Testament at St. Stephen's College, Alberta, Canada, and then
at Drew University before coming to Union College in 1968.
Chaplain Jeffrey L. Smith, of
our UPS Religion Dept., studied
with Dr. Toombs at Drew University.
Lawrence Toombs has contributed in a number of ways to
the enlightenment of Biblical
scholarship. He has developed a
Bible Study Course now in use
in Canada. In the area of archaeo
logical research, Dr. Toombs re
-

ceived a fellowship for study in
the Holy Land in 1956-67. In 1957
and again in 1960 he was a member of the McCormick-Drew Archaeological team at Shechem.
Dr. Toombs is the author of
several books including:
The
Threshold of Christianity, Nation
Making, The Old Testament in
Christian Preaching and God's
People Among the Nations.
In preparation for his UPS

visit Dr. Tombs sent the following comments about his interest
in Old Testament prophecy:
"I am mainly concerned with
the observation that the prophets
are often embarasing because they
are so heavily against the "establishment" of their time. I think
it is important to analyze this
carefuly in the light of the mood
of antiestablishment feeling in our
own age. This will lead me to a

consideration of the prophetic
concepts of freedom and justice,
and their thought about the use
and abuse of power in society.
Without indicating in advance
where I propose to come out on
all this I will just say that my
subject is freedom and authority,
power and justice in the thought
of the prophets, with one eye
cocked on the present day manisfestations of the same problem."

Dr. Fritts

makes final adjustments before Wednesday's dedicatory concert.

Important Notice
Student tickets available only
from 2:00-5:00 Sunday, Nov.
24 for Bill Cosby Show. They
will not be sold at the door
the evening of the performance.

It might be
an identity crisis...

YELLOW CAB
OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

MA 71121

.,s r- la II\
-

117•167 —W

Methodist Regional Group Flight
SEATTLE — EUROPE — SUMMER 1969

■•■

65 Seats Available (not a charter)
'

on a Regularly Scheduled Flight.

INW
_
.

... ..•

_e•

, "

4

....-

But we know

-

37 DAYS FROM DEPARTURE
TO RETURN

$365 Round Trip

GlIF1DER3OFI

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

07rad JewelitY

YOU'RE YOU,
CHARLIE
BROWN
THE NEW

PEANUTS
CARTOON 1300K!

By Charles M. Schulz

Campus Contact:
764 BROADWAY

527 PINE STREE

TACOMA

SEATTLE

BRoaaway 2 - 4295

MA 4-1531

ONLY

Ann Morgan, SK 9-3521, ext. 316

$1

at your college
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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Alcorn Explains
Needs for
Conservation

That'll happen to you too if you slouch

(Continued from Page 1)

mated? To answer these questions Dr. Alcorn pointed out that
ever since man began to roam
this earth he has needed aesthetic
beauty and solitude, a variety
only Nature possesses.
The quiet luxurious sense of be-

ing and the insight Nature brings
cannot be underestimated; nor
can its beauty. This aesthetic need
is coupled with man's apparent
need for destruction. If this is
not true, why then, Dr. Alcorn
asks, would a man labor up a
scenic mountain trail just to litCourtesy of SOVIET LIFE
ter the trail and carve initials on
the virgin trees?
This question then comes to us:
What can we do to prevent the
Among the limited, but highly directions, a D'Oyle Carte proextinction of such species as the self-conscious, cult of local Gil- duction is tantamount to the Aucarrier pigeon? This gentle bird bert and Sullivan worshippers, thorized Version.
once flew freely through the
From Bernard Shaw to
there is a growing sense of exskies. James J. Autobon estimat- citement and anticipation. The Groucho Marx, men of wit and
ed they numbered in the billions.
D'Oyle Carte Opera Company learning have tried to explain
However, they were a good maris returning to the Northwest for the continuing appeal of G & S to
ket bird. Building trick ditches
audiences far removed from the
lined with food and hidden hunt- its first visit since the 1962 Se- Victorian milieu in which they
attle World's Fair. To the geners who killed them by the thouwrote.
sands as they landed to feed, was tiles this event may mean little,
but
to
the
true
believers
it
comBut in reality the reason why
a method of extinction that evenpares
in
significance
to
the
SecG
& S continue to be heard by
tually led to the last of these
full houses throughout the Engpeaceful creatures who died at a ond Coming.
The religious metaphor is not lish-speaking world (and even
rate of 300 million in 1914.
The white-tailed deer now lives wholly irrelevant; there is about among the lesser breeds who
the confirmed G & S enthusiast speak French, Russian, German.
in southwestern Washington,
a kind of religious fanaticism.
etc.) must surely be that they
roaming freely over the countryAnd the very name D'Oyle Carte address themselves to what we
side. Due to agricultural and industrial expansion which provide implies an Apostolic Succession fashionably term "the human confrom the great men themselves. dition." Gilbert's heroes are lovless and less space for these animals to roam, they are becoming For it was Richard D'Oyle Carte, able for their humaness ("He led
a dying race, soon to join the perhaps the foremost impressario hk regiment from behind. He
of late 19th century London, who found it less exciting"), and his
ranks of the carrier pigeon.
Dr. Alcorn stated the root of discovered the little known Wil- villains for their ineptness. Even
the conservation problem to be liam Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan; in the midst of the loudest prothe population problem. Simply, who produced their comic operas; clamations of her pristine innothere is just not enough room for who kept them together for two cence, a Gilbertian heroine knows
Nature (as we know it) and man, decades against the centrifugal which side her bread is buttered
as the population swells to a pull of conflicting personalities; on. She always wants to do right
startling eight billion by the year and who founded the company —so long as it pays. Gilbertian
2000. Dr. Alcorn quoted one au- that bears his name for no other heroines are invariably frilly and
thority who contends that our purpose except to play Gilbert pure, in a Little Mary Sunshine
earth now can support 500,000,000 and Sullivan in perpetuity. Since way. Consider Yum-Yum in The
people at our standard of living. that company also possessed the Mikado: "Yes, I am indeed beauThe effect of these crucial facts copyright to both words and tiful! Sometimes I sit and wonder,
music, as well as Gilbert's origi- in my artless Japanese way, why
will not be felt so much by us as
it is that I am so much more
by our children. "We will contin- nal and minutely detailed stage
ue to destroy
until all our
way of life will be destroyed in
one generation."
Spend Next Semester in Vienna
So now, obviously, is the time
for us to act for the "morality
of family planning," and against
Join the UPS Junior Semester
the ignorance that allows the
dying of the white-tailed deer.
Abroad
Dr. Alcorn reminds us that
one person can do something.
Concluding his informative discourse, Dr. Alcorn said, "There
On the Way, Visit London,
is no synonym for natural beauty,
and no substitute."

HMS Pinafore Sails for Seattle

.
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attractive than anybody else in
the whole world. Can this be
vanity? .."
Then there are the stuffed
.

shirts, the Pooh-Bahs, who trace
their ancestry "back to a protoplasmal primordial atomic globule;" men who were, in fact,
"born sneering." Occasionally Gilbert vents his own spleen through
the mouth of one of his characters against certain unpleasant
persons, such as "the idiot who
praises with enthusiastic tone all
centuries but this, and every
country but his own."
Gilbert himself was a barrister,
and it must have been his legal
training that gave him a taste for
logical nonsense a in Lewis Carroll. For example, right at the
end of The Mikado, Ko-Ko, Lord
High Executioner of the town of
Titipu, must explain why he lied
about carrying out an execution
pursuant to the Mikado's orders.
Here is how he handles the embarrassing fact that his alleged
victim is demonstrably alive and
in the best of health:
KO-KO: It's like this: When
Your Majesty says, "Let a
thing be done," it's as good
as done — practically, it is

done — because Your Majesty's will is law. Your Majesty says, "Kill a gentleman," and a gentleman is
told off to be killed. Consequently, that gentleman is
as good as dear — practically, he is dead — and if
he is dead, why not say so?
MIKADO: I see. Nothing
could possibly be more sat-

isfactory!
There you have the essence of
Gilbert and Sullivan. It will not
do to press too far with scholarly profundities such as plot analysis or character delineation. Concentration upon such trivia means
that the pedantic critic misses
the sheer fun of it all. And now
D'Oyle Carte brings us a part
of that fun December 10 and
11 at the Seattle Opera House,
with performances of H.M.S.
Pinafore and The Mikado. Nothing could possibly be more satisfactory!

TONY'S
BARBER SHOP
TONY — RAY — KEN
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38141/2 North 26th
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Amsterdam, Paris, Rome and
Florence
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329.50

Requirements: Junior or Senior Standing
Cost: $2,200 (Includes Travel, Insurance,
Lodging and Meals)
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For Information, Call or See Professor Renate Hodges
Office: Music 306
School Telephone: Ext. 782
Home Telephone: SK 9-5040

Happiness is the loy of the present mingled
with plans for the future. If a diamond is in your
plans, Weisfield's has credit for students of promise

weisfields'
JEWELERS

925 Broadway
Villa Plaza
Tacoma Mall

IT'S SWEATER SEASON
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It's that time of year again. Fall is in the air. And
football is on everyone's mind. Chances are you'll be
cheering your favorite team on to victory. And
chances are you'll choose a handsome Bernhard
Altmann sweater to do your cheering in. One like
the rugged-looking v-neck shown here. It's just one
of a wide, wide range of Bernhard Altmann sweaters
you'll find at Nordstrom Best. We have v-necks,
turtlenecks and mock-turtles — in a tremendous

Nordstrom Best

variety of textures and colors. So stop by your
nearest Nordstrom Best men's shop. See
our fine selection of Bernhard
Altmann sweaters today.
After all, football
season IS sweater season.
Illustration:

V-neck sweater by Bernhard Altmann features

machine-washable lambswool in choice of navy,
Cambridge grey, moss green, brown or
blue heather. Sizes 38 to 46. 16.00.
Others 16.00 to 30.00. Available at
Nordstrom Best Men's Shop,

Tacoma
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